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Abstract

Efforts to understand nervous system structure and function have received new impetus from the

federal Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies (BRAIN) Initiative.

Comparative analyses can contribute to this effort by leading to the discovery of general principles

of neural circuit design, information processing, and gene-structure-function relationships that are

not apparent from studies on single species. We here propose to extend the comparative approach

to nervous system ‘maps’ comprising molecular, anatomical, and physiological data. This research

will identify which neural features are likely to generalize across species, and which are unlikely

to be broadly conserved. It will also suggest causal relationships between genes, development,

adult anatomy, physiology, and, ultimately, behavior. These causal hypotheses can then be tested

experimentally. Finally, insights from comparative research can inspire and guide technological

development. To promote this research agenda, we recommend that teams of investigators

coalesce around specific research questions and select a set of ‘reference species’ to anchor their

comparative analyses. These reference species should be chosen not just for practical advantages,

but also with regard for their phylogenetic position, behavioral repertoire, well-annotated genome,

or other strategic reasons. We envision that the nervous systems of these reference species will be

mapped in more detail than those of other species. The collected data may range from the

molecular to the behavioral, depending on the research question. To integrate across levels of

analysis and across species, standards for data collection, annotation, archiving, and distribution

must be developed and respected. To that end, it will help to form networks or consortia of

researchers and centers for science, technology, and education that focus on organized data

collection, distribution, and training. These activities could be supported, at least in part, through

existing mechanisms at NSF, NIH, and other agencies. It will also be important to develop new

integrated software and database systems for cross-species data analyses. Multidisciplinary efforts

to develop such analytical tools should be supported financially. Finally, training opportunities

should be created to stimulate multidisciplinary, integrative research into brain structure, function,

and evolution.
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Introduction

A major focus of the Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies

(BRAIN) Initiative, announced by President Obama on April 2, 2013, is to produce

‘dynamic pictures of the brain that show how individual brain cells and complex circuits

interact at the speed of thought’ [quoted in: BRAIN Working Group, 2013, p. 4]. The

ultimate aim of this research effort, as well as others like it around the world, is to

understand the functioning of human brains. However, much of the research will necessarily

focus on nonhuman species, in which novel technologies can be developed and applied more

efficiently, and research can be conducted at more reductionist levels. For example, the

Japanese brain mapping initiative will focus on marmoset monkeys (Callithrix jacchus), a

species that can be manipulated genetically [Sakai et al., 2009], yet has a neocortex that is

more similar to human neocortex than that of other common laboratory species. Other brain

mapping projects will include research on species with smaller nervous systems, such as

nematodes (Caenorhabditis elegans), fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster), zebra fish

(Danio rerio), and a few other species, because those nervous systems are easier to map in

their entirety than the brains of larger animals. Although the various brain mapping projects

will include a variety of nonhuman species, the major discoveries coming out of this

research are expected to generalize across species to humans.

The use of traditional laboratory model species has been extremely successful, both in

neuroscience and more generally [Krebs, 2005], but comparative neurobiology of non-

model species can provide critical additional insights into fundamental principles of nervous

system organization. For example, more than 100 years ago, Brodmann [1909] compared the

cerebral cortex of many different mammals and discovered that, although some cortical

areas contain more or less than 6 layers, a division into 6 layers best captures the complex

pattern of similarities and differences in cortical lamination seen across species. Similarly,

comparisons of central pattern generators across a wide variety of species, both invertebrate

and vertebrate, revealed important principles of how groups of neurons generate rhythmic

patterns of activity through the interaction of membrane properties and synaptic connectivity

[Marder and Bucher, 2001]. In both examples, general principles emerged from a

comparative analysis of both similarities and differences across species. A third instructive

illustration of the fruits of a comparative approach is the discovery that similar computations

involving learning and memory may be performed by very different neural networks even in

closely related taxa, notably octopus and cuttlefish [Shomrat et al., 2011; Hochner, 2013].

Given the broad benefits of the comparative approach, it is important to contemplate how

one might best extend a comparative perspective to brain mapping initiatives. To answer this

question, the authors of this essay gathered for an NSF-sponsored workshop at the Janelia

Farm Research Campus of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute on October 23–25, 2013.

After several introductory presentations, the participants formed six small groups, each

tackling a different central question but also thinking about overarching issues. The

following day, each group presented their main recommendations, and then all participants

engaged in an extensive discussion. Also participating were representatives from the NSF,

the NIH, and the White House Office of Science and Technology. After lively debate,

several core areas of agreement emerged. A white paper summarizing these debates and the
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emerging consensus, as well as statements from individual participants and video footage,

can be found at understandingthebrain. org (see also brainsacrossphylogeny.org). The

present document is a more formal report on the group discussions and recommendations.

In brief, we agreed that comparative studies, including both broad comparisons across

widely divergent organisms and targeted studies of more closely related species, can provide

important information about fundamental principles of nervous system organization,

including principles of variation and innovation. We stress that data should be collected to

address specific research questions that can be answered uniquely through comparative

analyses. Such a comparative approach would benefit from identifying one or more

‘reference species’ as initial targets for thorough mapping. These reference species may be

compared to one another, but may also serve as anchors for comparative analyses of other,

closely related species. Collectively, these comparisons are expected to reveal both species

similarities and differences, thus disclosing both highly conserved features and variation.

We also recommend that all data be gathered in standardized ways that facilitate

comparative analyses. Finally, we encourage funding agencies to support training in

comparative research and the development of new technologies and methodologies for

comparative data collection and analysis. In the following sections, we expand on these core

recommendations.

Goals of the Comparative Approach to Brain Mapping

Comparative neuroscience allows the evolutionary history of neural traits to be

reconstructed. By analyzing the distribution of those neural traits across multiple species,

whose phylogenetic relationships have already been clarified, neuroscientists can reconstruct

when the traits first evolved, identify which species inherited the traits from a common

ancestor, and establish in which lineages the traits were modified or lost. Although such

character phylogeny reconstructions may be amended as more species are sampled and

phylogenies revised, the underlying methodology is well established [Northcutt, 1984;

Nieuwenhuys, 1994]. As brain maps become more detailed and cover an increasing number

of species, it will be possible to reconstruct the history of how nervous systems evolved in

substantial detail [Bierman et al., 2009]. Such research is important, because it transforms an

otherwise chaotic pattern of neural similarities and differences across extant species into a

historical sequence of how those nervous systems evolved. This historical context, in turn,

provides the basis for extracting general principles of conservation and variation in neural

structure and function at all levels of analysis. For example, comparative analyses have

shown that some brain regions and neuronal pathways are surprisingly conserved across all

vertebrates [Karten and Shimizu, 1989; Shanahan et al., 2013] and, perhaps, across most

animals [Farries, 2013; Strausfeld and Hirth, 2013a, b]. Similarly, many of the genes

involved in patterning the nervous system during early development are far more conserved

across phylogeny than researchers had expected [Pani et al., 2012; Holland et al., 2013].

These discoveries of unexpected ‘deep’ conservation lurking below more superficial species

differences are important because they promote the unification of our knowledge about all

nervous systems. In addition, they help us predict which features are likely to exist in

species not yet examined. For example, features that are shared across leeches, insects,
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teleost fishes, birds, mice, and marmosets are likely to exist in humans as well. Conversely,

features that are only found in some mouse strains, but not others, are less likely to be

present in us. Thus, comparative research can help predict which neurobiological principles

can be extrapolated to humans and, thus, serve as a basis for therapeutic interventions. By

contrast, the model species approach, applied in isolation, has led to rather limited success in

the development of human therapies [van der Worp et al., 2010].

Although the discovery of unexpected conservation is both fascinating and useful, the

analysis of species differences can also be invaluable. Closest to home, careful comparisons

between human and nonhuman primate brains can show what makes our human brains

unique [Preuss, 2012; Sherwood et al., 2012; Fjell et al., 2013; Finlay and Workman, 2013;

Passingham and Wise, 2013], at least among primates [Petkov and Jarvis, 2012]. In addition,

variation in neural traits can generate novel hypotheses about the mechanisms underlying

those traits. For example, one may ask whether a species difference in brain anatomy or

physiology correlates with a species difference in gene expression, either in the adult

nervous system or its developmental precursors. Such a correlation would suggest a causal

link between the genes and the anatomical or physiological features, which can then be

tested experimentally. Similarly, researchers may ask whether a species difference in some

behavioral trait or cognitive capacity correlates with specific molecular, neuroanatomical, or

neurophysiological features. Such a comparative approach revealed, for example, that

species differences in associative learning among three species of sea hares, including the

well-known Aplysia californica, correlate well with differences in neuromodulation [Hoover

et al., 2006]. This comparative finding helps to link experimental studies in Aplysia to

general proposals about the mechanisms underlying learning and memory. Comparative

studies have also shown that human brains exhibit dendritic specializations and molecular

expression patterns that may be unique to our species and are likely to foster synaptic

plasticity [Somel et al., 2009; Konopka et al., 2012; Bianchi et al., 2013].

Comparative research that focuses on variation, rather than conservation, can also lead to the

discovery of general principles. Consider, for example, a behavior or cognitive capacity that

has evolved repeatedly in diverse species, and that in each instance is correlated with similar

neural circuits or physiological mechanisms. Such convergent similarities suggest general

principles relating structure to function. For example, some birds and some great apes have

independently evolved a capacity for tool use and mirror self-recognition, and both groups

of species exhibit similar, though independently evolved, neural circuits controlling those

behaviors [Prior et al., 2008; Striedter, 2013]. Similarly, the neural circuits mediating vocal

learning in songbirds and parrots bear some similarity to human language circuits [Petkov

and Jarvis, 2012], even though they are most likely not homologous. Such independently

evolved neurobehavioral similarities strongly suggest the existence of computational

constraints that limit the possible neural mechanisms capable of generating the respective

forms of cognition. Analogous studies of variation in brain development and adult nervous

system organization can reveal general principles of evolution and development [Finlay and

Darlington, 1995; Charvet et al., 2011]. Such insights could not be gleaned without

comparative analyses.
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Scaling rules have long played a major role in our understanding of organismal physiology

[Schmidt-Nielsen, 1984; Savage et al., 2007; Levy and Heald, 2012], and they are also

major principles in comparative neurobiology. Indeed, numerous neural traits vary

predictably with absolute brain size. For example, brain region proportions, neuron numbers,

and average connectivity change predictably with absolute brain size in diverse lineages

[Striedter, 2005; Yopak et al., 2010]. Although the specific scaling rules may vary among

lineages [Herculano-Houzel et al., 2007, 2011; Lewitus et al., 2012; van der Woude et al.,

2013], the rules themselves are nonetheless key components of nervous system design.

Moreover, the malleability of evolutionary scaling rules itself raises an important question:

what mechanisms generate the scaling rules? Increases in brain size are accompanied, at

least in mammals, by increases in neurogenesis duration, which has predictable but

nonlinear consequences for the size of individual brain areas [Finlay and Darlington, 1995].

However, the mechanisms that regulate neurogenesis duration remain largely unknown.

Moreover, the functional consequences of most neuronal scaling rules have not been

thoroughly explored [Karbowski, 2007; Bakken and Stevens, 2012]. As comparative brain

mapping flourishes, more progress on these fronts is expected.

In summary, comparative neuroscience is a rich discipline capable of answering a broad

array of questions that are critically important for understanding nervous system design.

Although it might be tempting to collect comparative data before one worries about which

questions those data may answer, we recommend that researchers identify key questions first

and then select the species whose brains they want to map in light of those questions. Of

course, in the long run, emerging data sets can also be mined to answer new, previously

neglected questions.

Constructing Comparative Brain Maps

Nervous system ‘maps’ may contain multiple types of data at multiple spatial and temporal

scales. They may cover entire brains or smaller subsystems. Anatomical brain maps may be

macroscopic, in the sense that they map major brain divisions and cell groups. Particularly

important are mesoscopic maps using light microscopy [Bohland et al., 2009], which focus

on an intermediate scale of nervous system organization, corresponding to relatively

restricted collections of specific cell types, including glia as well as neurons. Anatomical

mapping at the mesoscopic scale has two important components: histological maps

providing the spatial distribution of different cell types and circuit connectivity maps

determined with neuroanatomical tracers, including classical tracer substances as well as

neurotropic viruses. We suspect that these mesoscopic maps will be most useful for most

comparative analyses, at least initially. However, some species with very small nervous

systems, such as C. elegans and diverse other invertebrates [Lacalli and Kelly, 2003], as

well as small portions of vertebrate nervous systems [Helmstaedter et al., 2013], are

amenable to electron-microscopic reconstructions of all neuronal processes and their

synaptic connections. Of course, the level of detail at which a brain is mapped should be

determined not only by practical concerns, but also by the questions that are to be addressed.

For example, if the questions concern development, then maps must be constructed not just

for adults, but also for strategically selected embryonic and juvenile stages.
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Molecular brain maps likewise come in several varieties. Gene expression patterns can be

mapped in whole brains, if they are small, or in tissue sections, using nucleic acid probes. At

a more detailed level, unbiased gene expression profiles can be created for single cells using

RNA-Seq or other cutting-edge techniques [Puthanveettil et al., 2013; Serrano-Saiz et al.,

2013]. The technology for mapping proteins across species is more limited, mainly because

antibodies that work well in some species often do not work in others, but technical

advances in imaging mass spectroscopy [Nicklay et al., 2013] promise to overcome those

challenges and also make it possible to map the distribution of lipids and other molecules for

which antibodies cannot be used. Another, more general problem is that the molecular data

must be spatially aligned and integrated with the histological and circuit data. When this is

done, both sets of data become more valuable. In particular, gene expression patterns can

help define cortical areas, cell groups, and specific cell types [Jarvis et al., 2013]. Integrating

both molecular and anatomical data is especially helpful in developmental studies, where

regions or cells must be tracked across successive stages of development [Chen et al., 2013].

Fate mapping or lineage analyses will likely be needed to complement such stage-by-stage

developmental analyses.

Methods for mapping neural activity tend to vary in their spatial and temporal resolutions.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging and positron emission tomography, for example,

have relatively low spatial and temporal resolution, but are useful for comparing large-scale

patterns of neural activity across primate brains [Rilling et al., 2007; Mantini et al., 2013;

Wey et al., 2013]. Single cell recordings, using microelectrodes, optical imaging, or

immediate early gene expression techniques, can be used to map neural activity at the

mesoscopic scale. The activity data must then be correlated with the corresponding

anatomical data and behavior [Alivisatos et al., 2012; Jarvis et al., 2013]. A major challenge

for the construction of neural activity maps is to select appropriate conditions or behaviors.

In some cases, it may be best to record ‘resting state’ activity, but defining this state can be

problematic [Stark and Squire, 2001]. Furthermore, mapping activity during behavior will

be more relevant to answering questions about the evolution of specific behaviors or

cognitive capacities.

This raises an important point: if one goal of the research is to understand the neural bases of

behavior in diverse species, then the behaviors of interest must be examined thoroughly.

Indeed, comparative behavioral studies can reveal important general principles in their own

right. It is now clear, for example, that both associative and non-associative forms of

learning, such as habituation and classical conditioning, are very broadly conserved across

both vertebrate and invertebrate species [Macphail, 1982; Giurfa and Sandoz, 2012; Sakura

and Mori, 2013]. Just as Dobzhanski [1973] once observed that ‘nothing in biology makes

sense except in the light of evolution’, so others have proposed that ‘nothing in neuroscience

makes sense except in the light of behavior’ [BRAIN Working Group, 2013]. From a

comparative perspective, both statements are equally true.

A general challenge for all brain mapping initiatives is to integrate molecular, anatomical,

physiological, and behavioral data with one another. To facilitate this integration, it is

important for researchers to agree on a spatial coordinate system in which the data can be

represented. Developmental data require, in addition, a well-defined staging system
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[Workman et al., 2013]. Such spatial and temporal coordinate systems have been developed

for several different species, but applying them to species that have not yet been studied

thoroughly can be difficult. For example, closely related species may progress through

similar developmental stages at different absolute rates [Striedter and Charvet, 2008], and

homologous brain areas may be located at different spatial locations in different species

[Nieuwenhuys, 2009].

Another major challenge for comparative brain mapping projects is to perform quantitative

comparisons. Even the apparently simple task of comparing the size of brain regions across

species is fraught with challenges, as a region’s size can be compared in absolute terms,

relative to the entire brain, relative to the remaining brain, relative to a specific reference

structure, or relative to expectations based on scaling rules. Different measures may yield

different results when they are correlated against behavioral or cognitive traits [Lefebvre,

2012], but researchers rarely agree on which measures are best. Conducting quantitative

comparisons of connectomes, gene expression patterns, or neural activity maps is likely to

be at least as challenging and will likely require some novel analytical approaches [Belgard

et al., 2013; Belgard and Montiel, 2013]. This is an area where research on new

computational and bioinformatic approaches to neural data would be invaluable.

These observations raise a general question: how can homologous features, ranging from

cell types to behaviors, be identified in different species? Comparative neurobiologists have

long debated this question [Striedter and Northcutt, 1991], but comparative brain mapping

initiatives promise to clarify at least some of these debates. For example, similar gene

expression patterns may help to recognize homologous cell types or brain regions [Dugas-

Ford et al., 2012; Vopalensky et al., 2012; Belgard et al., 2013; Jarvis et al., 2013; Medina et

al., 2013], and so might similarities in physiological activity and functional role. It should be

noted, however, that it is possible for similar cell types to be located in nonhomologous

brain regions, for dissimilar neural networks to perform similar functions, and for

homologous adult structures to develop from disparate developmental precursors [Striedter

and Northcutt, 1991]. Indeed, such instances of non-correspondence among different levels

of organization may provide vital clues to how complex systems operate and evolve.

Selecting Reference Species

The most basic goals of a comparative approach to brain mapping are to identify broadly

conserved features of nervous system structure and function, to identify variation in those

features that characterize particular taxonomic groups, and then to understand how variation

in one domain (e.g., the expression of some gene network) relates to variation in another

(e.g., a developmental trajectory or pattern of behavior). Ultimately, those goals can only be

satisfied by both a broad survey of organisms and a deep analysis of closely related species

with clearly understood differences. In order to advance these goals, we recommend a

strategic effort to target carefully selected species from phylogenetically widely spaced

vertebrate and invertebrate groups for thorough mapping in several domains, especially for

generating connectomes and nervous system transcriptomes. These ‘reference species’

would then serve two purposes: as substrates for broad comparisons across all animals to

identify nervous system fundamentals and as anchors for more fine-grained analyses within
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their particular taxon to assess the meaning of variation in whole brains and functional

subsystems.

Some of the reference species will be the traditional ‘model species’ of neuroscience

(notably humans, macaques, rats, mice, zebra fish, fruit flies, and the roundworm C.

elegans), because they offer numerous practical advantages, as well as existing research

communities and large reservoirs of existing data. For example, brain maps of laboratory

mice may serve as references for comparisons to nonmammalian brains, other rodents, and

other mouse species or strains. Similarly, human brain maps may serve as references for

broad comparative analyses, as well as for fine-grained comparisons with chimpanzees and

other apes.

However, many reference species are likely to come from outside the ranks of the traditional

model species. To select these other reference species, researchers may consider various

criteria. In some cases, phylogenetic position may be paramount. For example, acorn worms

or lancelets may be useful reference species for comparisons that span both vertebrate and

invertebrate nervous systems, because of their phylogenetic position near the origin of

vertebrates [Cameron et al., 2000]. In other cases, it may be more important that the genome

of the species is sequenced and well annotated, that its nervous system is small or relatively

easy to map, that the species is easy to maintain and breed, that key aspects of its biology

have already been studied in detail, that a substantial scientific community is already using

the species in its research, or that the questions that can be answered using the species are

particularly important. Although a consensus may emerge on the criteria for selecting a

reference species, decisions about how to weight the various criteria must be made on a

case-by-case basis.

In the long run, we envision the phylogenetic tree of animals becoming populated with an

ever-increasing number of species whose nervous systems have been mapped to varying

extents, with especially detailed analyses of the selected reference species. As those brain

maps proliferate, ever more research questions can be addressed through ever broader or

more detailed comparative analyses. This vision has an analogy in the history of animal

genomics. Initially, a few key species were studied (worm, fly, mouse, and human). Now

many different species have been sequenced, with their annotations depending crucially on

the assembly of first- and second-generation animal genomes. We envision a similar benefit

to brain mapping research in focusing initially on a few reference species, which then

provide a crucial framework for studying a greater range of animal nervous systems.

Specific Recommendations

Selecting Reference Species

As noted earlier, we recommend a comparative approach that addresses both conserved

features and variation, and is anchored in a set of strategically selected reference species.

Comparisons need not be limited to the selected reference species, but may use them as

useful bases for comparison. For example, a brain map in one reference species may be used

to delineate a specific neural subsystem, which can then be mapped selectively in other

species. Conversely, isolated bits of data from multiple species about which not much is
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known can be compared more easily to one another if they are first compared to the

comprehensive map in a strategically selected reference species. Thus, reference species

provide an anchor for comparative analyses. They serve not as models for some other

species, but as a basis for comparisons that may reveal both similarities and differences.

Collaborative Research Teams

Because the task of mapping the nervous systems of multiple species is usually beyond the

capabilities of single laboratories, we recommend that researchers organize themselves, as

much as possible, into collaborative teams around specific research questions and around

groups of species through which those questions can be answered effectively. These teams

should collectively decide which species should be targeted and select the relevant reference

species. Funding agencies may support such efforts through awards to establish organized

research networks and consortia. In the long run, significant support should come through

collaborative research grants.

Data Standardization

Collaborative research teams should also develop standards for data collection and storage.

For example, the data should be stored in standardized file formats so that it can be analyzed

with common visualization software. In addition, section planes and scale information

should be standardized as much as possible. One may even want to standardize tissue

processing techniques and imaging parameters, at least when large-scale multispecies

comparisons are planned. Finally, data annotation should be performed according to agreed-

upon procedures. We support a bottom-up process in which investigators working with

related techniques coalesce around emerging standards, but we recommend that these

standardization efforts be coordinated with those of other groups, such as the International

Neuroinformatics Coordinating Facility (INCF.org). The major funding agencies or other

organizations may also promote data standardization through data sharing plans in research

proposals.

Technical Support

Data collection on the envisioned scale requires expensive instruments and skilled labor.

Anatomical mapping at the mesoscopic scale is most efficiently performed with modern

slide scanners, rather than traditional microscopes. Mapping at microscopic scales requires

even more expensive equipment and considerable expertise. One way to minimize these

technical challenges is to create research centers that have the requisite equipment and

expertise. Individual researchers could utilize these centers to collect their data at reduced

costs and, we hope, according to the standards of the research center and the broader

community. In addition, some technologies, especially analysis software, could be

developed at a few central locations and disseminated widely to the research community.

This technical support could be funded by multiple agencies.

Data Sharing and Analysis

Comparative brain mapping data should be publicly accessible over the internet so that they

can be analyzed by scientists around the world. To facilitate analyses, new tools will need to
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be developed. Most important will be tools that enable comparisons of data from brains that

are at least superficially dissimilar and harbor unresolved homologies. To that end,

collaborations with experts in multivariate statistics and phylogenetic systematics may prove

especially fruitful. Funding agencies can support such interdisciplinary efforts through

programs such as the NSF call for ‘Advances in Biological Informatics’.

Cross-Training

Individuals in one discipline or working on one group of organisms often lack the expertise

to appreciate the work performed in other disciplines or other species. However, major

breakthroughs in comparative neuroscience will almost certainly require researchers who

can cross disciplinary boundaries and integrate data from diverse species. Therefore,

scientists should be encouraged to organize workshops, courses, and meetings that bring

together researchers with diverse backgrounds, ranging from evolutionary biology and

genomics to statistics and computational biology. Especially important is cross-disciplinary

training for graduate students and postdoctoral researchers.

Conclusion

Our 2-day workshop to discuss the future of comparative brain mapping produced lively

debates but also more agreement than one might have expected. A strong consensus formed

around the view that data should be collected in the pursuit of specific questions, not simply

because the technology for collecting the data now exists. In addition, workshop participants

resonated with the concept of a reference species, which differs from the concept of a model

species in explicitly testing for species differences and spanning phylogenetic diversity in a

principled, meaningful way. We discussed which species might make good reference species

for some types of comparisons, but in the end we felt that these decisions are best left to

self-organizing groups of researchers rather than our working group. The aim of this article

is to promote the formation of such collaborative teams and help them on their path. We

look forward to an ever-expanding universe of comparative neural data that will yield

important and unexpected discoveries.
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